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There are quite a few people (around 5 to 10% in any civilization) which, aided and abetted by jews, always push degeneracy and destruction in all levels of life.

[/sarcasm mode On]

Of course, in their nothingness, degeneracy means really nothing. Who is anyone for example to define Degeneracy? Only "God" aka Jews can define Degeneracy and Progress.

As anyone can observe in the natural kingdom, to do absolutely self humiliating, self weakening, self destructive, and socially destructive, or environmentally destructive shit, is always a very clever thing to do. As the wise jews told us, if one plucks their eyeball out, they will be seeing better.

Resistant brains have been denying the above. That makes people feel bad. It keeps PROGRESS back.

We are not in the pinnacles of degeneracy, we are really "progressing", this is what the masters say. A lot of Neolithic minds like Caveman Cobra do not understand this progress. For this, democratically speaking, we are planning to destroy.

Children at the age of 7 giving mouth kisses and twerking on 'parades' with grown ups, dressed as drag queens, means nothing. It's perfectly normal. Strange people do not understand this. Even some gays, they feel so bad when they see these things that they cringe. The jewish master does not approve of this anti-semitic cringing.

5 years old put in surgeries to forcibly change their genders because their parents deem it so, either in circumcision or gender change? Perfectly fine. At least, Dr Shekelstein is getting paid his due.

People dying by Fentanyl, gangs invading their countries, and people gutted in streets over a bag of MacDonalds is literally nothing, that's perfectly normal. How can you be so racist to not want some Fentanyl? It has to be legalized. People are clearly responsible here and there is no addiction factor, which is why, when these drugs make it into any city or neighbourhood, it turns into a post apocalyptic crime scene within months. We need more of this.

Millenniums of human evolution and racial beauty, has to be thrown to the trash cans, and mixed to non existence. Beautiful women and prostituting themselves for 5 bucks and getting HIV by invading socially destructive hordes? All good.

What has been missing from Europe a salt and pepper, is some action. Some
chasing down of minors, some muslim kids holding blades on the necks of other native kids, things like that. Vibrant progress is required here.

The Vatican Pedophiles are part of a wider wisdom of God that us Cavemen cannot understand, and want to destroy them and drive them through a pike. This is because we are not progressed enough. Progress here is when this becomes universalized in Europe as in many Muslim countries. Pope Francis would add here, that we are bigoted. "Anyone who criticizes the sex scandals of the church and focuses on these is of Satan", as he said two weeks ago.

Let us not be Satanic now and Cavemen and Not Progressive and things like that, for this world will punish us.

People walking around stoned and zoned out 24/7 is significant, for being boozed out, as our spiritual masters say, is the door to spiritual understanding. They conclude that also, the more you shit your pants due to being zoned out, the closer you are reaching to ultimate spiritual realization. When you sit like an idle NPC when you are being replaced, you are practicing the ultimate level of spiritual piety. Symptoms also include permanent weed induced diarrhea.

Losing your streets and nations which are slowly being made into no go zones as when mold grows onto a bread and turning it to mold? That's perfectly fine. The good bread has to have mold in it, so it can be tasty - likewise, civilization without bastardization, crime, dieversity, and virulent people that want to kill those native in it, does not have taste. Salt and pepper.

Native races of a civilization have to be put to forcibly worship jews and any other faction, and hate and self condemn. Perfectly normal. After all, as everyone knows, Blacks never thought to enslave all tribes against all other tribes for thousands of years. Any injustice clearly began with Whitey. This is why in many untradeable places in Africa, even today, slavery is rampant. Clearly, Slavery is a White invention, and was never practiced by anyone else.

What do you mean Blacks kill other Blacks for absolutely no reason in the USA? That's advanced civilization.

Television has to play jews and produce Jew Worship 24/7. Absolutely normal. The opinion of 0.1% of jews has to be forcibly embed into the heads of millions to self destroy. Progress.

"Genders? My feelings are clearly superior to any form of biology or life". "What do you mean genders?" Family and genders are of no consequence. Let's try to ruin this one as well.

The labors of other people, hard earned work, and developing civilization? Who cares. Let us shit on the Arc of Triumph, and set on fire the courts. Only God can judge us. Bring all the people who want to ruin civilization right in.
Now, these degenerates are all the same and in one single bag. They constantly try to pretend they are many.

What is bound to go wrong when all these defiled degenerates, manifest the societies of their dreams? What can possibly go wrong here? Everything is clearly going to be good after all of this is said and done. We saw this in Star Trek after all.

What mankind exists for is furries, dying our hair in pink, endless bastardization, and in the end, to be microchipped and put in a digital Utopia as unrecognizable mongrels, all the 'same under god'.

Police allowing rapist rings and grooming gangs to go rampant, but showing at your door over twitter posts, is perfectly normal. If one by accident spills tea on some Holy Chosen Race, that is an assault. A people demographically replaced means no crime. Just be careful if you expressed dislike on the chosen and their tribal allies on public, that is the real problem.

Having intelligentsia, authorities, police, and media, all against the native population and vehemently attacking the very natives people of one's very land? That's perfectly normal. It's called Pluralism of Opinion. There is so much Pluralism where the only Opinion is the Three Parenthesis Turds Opinion.

The above is clearly really good for all civilizations to follow as a rule. The only one who is not following this is the jew. The jew is not really progressing, he stays neolithic. But at least, as Barbara Specter said, we will not be in the Neolithic Societies we were in the Last Century in Europe. In Israel, they can practice what they always did for thousands of years.

The jews having 5 to 6 children? Not mattering how they raise them, and even in deprivation?

Whitey let us sit down and converse on how your mission of existence is to write buzz-feed articles attacking your own race, and how glorious it will be when you put a gun in your mouth and self extinct your privilege. Have you considered Sterilization?

A common Nazi accusation traditionally, now with new content - now that we live in the Society of Progress, Sterilization and Propaganda for Whitey to self-sterilize has anothermeaning. It's Freedom and Liberation.

It's part of the Non Neolithic and Progressive experience to see your women, family members, and friends, being massacred by all of the above. We are moving into space. This means, that child molestation taking place in the middle of the street is a common thing. PROGRESSIVE.

Jews have told us for decades now: If Goyim want space, THEN, the term is all of the above.
You can't be going around space being a health and formidable humanity and races and stuff. No. You have to be disgusting worthless degenerates. This is part of progress, not regression. People having mental meltdowns simply because they are told a single truth in life, are obviously, the strong types that will conquer space. From their permanently attached carrier at Walmart.

After all, what kind of exchange can we hope to get our intergalactic future if not to carry the above, the bible, and the jews into space? That would be very ungodly and definitely totally selfish to not do. Whitey and his selfish shit again.

As one jewish reporter asked once in his twitter, have you killed one White on your way to work today? You haven't done great.

Not that statements like the above had jews kicked out of our countries around 130 times in only recent history. Again, problems of Neolithic brains.

Plus, anyone who cannot understand the above, will be put in a camp, for they do not understand the Greatness of the Talmudic Civilization.

Lastly, to point out the above is Both Anti-Semitism, Anti-Progressive, and in generally, makes me feel really bad. Now, not that we are totalitarians and stuff, but we should call the police to permanently put you in prison since you offended our NPC emotions.

Shalom Pissrael.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666